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Abstract—Rate distortion optimization (RDO) is the best known
mode decision method, while the high implementation complexity
limits its applications and almost no real-time hardware encoder is
truly full-featured RDO based. In this paper, first, a full-featured
RDO-based mode decision (MD) algorithm is presented, which
makes more modes enter RDO process. Second, the throughput
of RDO-based MD pipeline is thoroughly analyzed and modeled.
Third, a highly efficient adaptive block-level pipelining architec-
ture of RDO-based MD for AVS video encoder is proposed which
can achieve the highest throughput to alleviate the RDO burden.
Our design is described in high-level Verilog/VHDL hardware
description language and implemented under SMIC 0.18- m
CMOS technology with 232 K logic gates and 85 Kb SRAMs.
The implementation results validate our architectural design
and the proposed architecture can support real time processing
of 1080P@30 fps. The coding efficiency of our adopted method
far outperforms (0.57 dB PSNR gain in average) the traditional
low-complexity MD (LCMD) methods and the throughput of our
designed pipeline is increased by 11.3%, 19% and 17% for I, P
and B frames, respectively, compared with the existed RDO-based
architecture.

Index Terms—AVS, mode decision, pipeline, RDO, throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IDEO coding, which bridges the crucial gap between
the user’s high-quality visual demands and the limited

capabilities of transmission networks and storage devices, has
enabled a host of new ‘multimedia’ applications including dig-
ital television, digital versatile disk (DVD) movies, streaming
Internet video, home digital photography and video confer-
encing [1]. Massive efforts have been made to improve the
coding performance and several video coding standards like
H.264 [2], MPEG-4 [3] and AVS [4] are developed to promote
video coding applications in multimedia. RDO-based mode
decision (MD) [5] is adopted in many video coding standards
with the increasing demands for high quality video applica-
tions, while the high computation complexity is unbearable in
many video coding applications.
A number of strategies have been developed in recent years

to alleviate the unbearable computational burden of RDO-based
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MD. To achieve this goal, some papers [6]–[9] have presented
fastMDmethods trying to reduce the candidatemodes. These al-
gorithms firstly study the spatial or temporal features of a block
and then skip the unnecessary candidate modes based on exper-
imental results. In [6], Pan et al. established a local edge map
direction histogram based on Sobel operator to predict the most
probable intra-prediction direction, and skipped the unnecessary
candidatemodes (the intra-prediction directionswith less proba-
bility) directly.Wu et al. [9] studied the spatial homogeneity and
the temporal stationarity of amacroblock to reduce the inter can-
didate modes, and the proposed algorithm can save about 30%
of coding time with ignorable coding performance degradation.
Other papers [10]–[13] did not skip any candidate mode and fo-
cused on reducing the complexity of calculating each R-D cost
value. Paper [10], [11] utilized linear combinations of Tc, To
and Tz to estimate bit-rate in MD process, where Tc denotes the
numbers of the total nonzero coefficients, To denotes the trailing

values of quantized transform block, and Tz represents the
number of zero coefficients. Paper [12] proposed a distortion
measurement obtained in transform domain. In [13], Zhao et al.
deduced a novel weighted sum of quantized transform coeffi-
cients and utilized it as an efficient rate estimator; the authors
also proposed a new transform-domain distortion (TDD) estima-
tion method by using the discarded lower bits in the quantization
process. The reported coding performance in [13] is comparable
with the originalRDO implementation.
Most of the works above were not hardware-oriented and they

cannot be implemented easily in hardware. It is very challenging
to design the architecture for the RDO-based MD in hardware
because of the abundant intra-inter modes and the block-level
reconstruction loop caused by intra prediction which induces
the bubble cycles and decreases the hardware usage efficiency
and throughput [14]. Typically, hardware MD algorithms can be
classified into two categories. In the first category, works like
[15]–[18] proposed similar RDO-based methods as the above
strategies, which have been developed to alleviate the computa-
tional burden, and paid great efforts to make them hardware-ori-
ented.Work [15] proposed a regular spatial domainfiltering tech-
nique to compute the dominant edge strength (DES) to reduce the
possible predictive modes and designed a corresponding effec-
tive VLSI circuit. The proposed method is an improved version
of [6] and the complicated procedures of determining the edge
angle in [6] is avoided tomake it possible forVLSI design. How-
ever, it suffered from thePSNRdegradation. Paper [16] proposed
an approach to reduce the computational costs by the approxi-
mation of entropy coding bit amount in inter block size decision.
The reported PSNR degradation of the proposedmethod in com-
parison to full-featured RDO is 0.1 dB in the worst case. Other
hardware-oriented RDO-based mode decision methods appear
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in works [17], [18] recently. Paper [17] utilized the features of
different intra and inter modes which have different probabili-
ties to be selected to reduce some candidate modes. The authors
also proposed intelligent pipeline scheduling (6-stageblock level
pipelining) mechanism to partly break the data dependency in
intra prediction. On the one hand, the proposed method also suf-
fers from PSNR degradation due to the reduction of candidate
modes; on the other hand, the throughput of the developed block
level pipelining is not sufficient. In the second category, in order
to alleviate the computational burden and avoid the reconstruc-
tion loop, the low-complexitymode decision (LCMD) algorithm
as in the standard reference software was adopted in [19]–[21].
In encoder chip design [19], sum of absolute difference between
original pixels and predicted pixels (SAD) was used in judging
the best mode. Hadamard transform was adopted in [20] to im-
prove the coding performance and in theseworks sumof absolute
transform difference (SATD) was applied. In work [21], the au-
thors realizedanHDTV1080pH.264/AVCencoderchipandused
different schemes in inter and intra mode decision, respectively.
Theworkperformeda low-complexity intermodedecisionbased
on the computation of SATD of the residues; in intra mode de-
cision, it used edge-based method in [6] and presented a corre-
spondingVLSI implementation.Themainproblemof the second
category is that thecodingperformance ismuchworse than thatof
the RDO-basedmethod.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no proposed scheme in

the literature that performs genuine or full-featured RDO-based
mode decision in the hardware encoder design. Different from
the above two categories of hardware-oriented MD algorithms,
this work adopts nearly genuine RDO-based MD method
without skipping any candidate mode or simplifying the R-D
cost value calculation to obtain high coding performance,
which outperforms all the methods of the above two categories.
This work aims at designing high throughput MD pipeline
architecture to address the problem of large computational
burden. Recent work [22] discussed MD pipeline scheduling
and developed an optimized 5-stage block level pipeline which
achieves the highest throughput compared with [17] and [18].
However, that work selected the pipeline architecture only
according to the throughput analysis of I frame. Through thor-
ough analysis, we find that using the same pipeline architecture
(5-stage) for both I frame and PB frame cannot achieve the
highest throughput for the whole pipeline. Therefore, in this
paper we further analyze the pipeline throughput and design a
highly efficient adaptive MD pipeline architecture which can
achieve the highest throughput to alleviate the RDO burden. In
the pipeline design, to obtain a general design rule, we focus
on modeling the throughput of the pipeline in RDO-based
MD. Based on the throughput model, we optimize the pipeline
architecture of MD for AVS HD video encoder.
Themaincontributionsare summarizedas follows:
1) Establish thepipeline throughputmodelofRDO-basedMD.
The throughput model is deduced based on the analysis of
the pipeline space-time diagram. For the convenience of
the pipeline analysis, we divide the assignments (prediction
blocks to be processed inMD) into two classes after detailed
study of the restrictions in RDO-basedMD: 1) assignments
with data dependency (ADDs) and 2) assignments with no

data dependency (ANDDs). We then use the ANDDs to fill
the “holes” generated by the ADDs and finally formulize
the throughputmodelofRDO-basedMDpipelineaccording
to the quantitative relationship of ANDDs and the “holes”.
The established throughput model can be used to guide the
pipelining architecture design for different video encoding
standards (likeH.264 andAVS).

2) In the pipeline design, we analyze in detail the data depen-
dency of intra luma blocks for I, P and B frames in AVS and
depict the correspondingADDs space-time diagram.Based
on the analysis, we deduce the throughputs of MD for I, P
and B frames based on the established pipeline throughput
model. To design the optimal MD pipeline architecture,
basic processing unit set (BPU) is defined and the corre-
sponding time consumption of each basic processing unit
is given. The highly efficient adaptive pipeline architecture
(APA) is proposed through the analysis of different “combi-
nation”mannersof thebasicprocessingunits.

3) The proposed MD method, which does not skip any candi-
date mode for RDO-based MD, achieves the best coding
performance when compared with the fast MD methods in
recent literature and far outperforms the LCMD method.
The proposed adaptive pipelining architecture obtains
higher throughput comparedwithpreviousRDO-basedMD
architecture.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we first review AVS video coding framework and
then present our adoptedRDO-basedMDmethod. In Section III,
we show the limitations in RDO-based MD pipeline design
and model the pipeline throughput under these limitations.
The pipeline design process is presented in detail based on the
throughputmodel and a highly efficient adaptiveMDpipeline ar-
chitecture is developed forAVSHDvideo encoder in Section IV.
At last, the performance evaluation, implementation results, and
theconclusionof ourpaperwill be elaborated.

II. AVS FRAMEWORK REVIEW AND ADOPTEDMDALGORITHM

AVSvideocoding standard, establishedbyChinaAudioVideo
Coding Standard (AVS) Working Group, has been accepted by
ITU-TFGIPTV as an option for IPTV applications. The AVS
part 2 (AVS-P2) is high resolution friendly profile, which is also
known as the Jizhun Profile of AVS [23]. For high-resolution
applications, AVS-P2 shows comparable performance with
H.264/AVCformostprogressive sequences [24].

A. AVS Video Coding Framework Review

As shown in Fig. 1 the AVS video coding standard, which is
similar to H.264, is based on the traditional transform/prediction
hybrid framework [24]–[26]. A picture to be encoded is par-
titioned into fixed-size macroblocks (MBs); each MB is com-
posed of one 16 16 samples of luma (Y) component and two
8 8 samples of the two chroma components (Cr and Cb). Each
input MB is both spatially and temporally predicted to remove
the spatial and temporal redundancy of the input picture. After
prediction, the resulted prediction residual is transformed and
quantized to remove the components of the transformed data
which are relatively unimportant to the visual perception of the
picture. The quantized coefficients are encoded using entropy
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Fig. 1. AVS video coding framework.

Fig. 2. Intra luma prediction directions and macroblock partitions in AVS-P2.

coding to remove statistical redundancy. As depicted in Fig. 1,
the quantized coefficients are also processed with inverse quan-
tization and inverse transform to produce reconstructed predic-
tion error which is added to the prediction pixels to yield the
reconstructed picture. The reconstructed picture is then filtered
by the 6-tap in-loop deblocking unit to generate reference frame
for the succeeding frames.
Specifically, intra-frame prediction produces spatial pre-

diction of the current MB based on the neighboring samples.
The intra prediction in AVS-P2 is 8 8 block-based because
AVS-P2 mainly aims at high resolution videos where the
smaller block prediction is less efficient than the bigger block
prediction for the improvement of coding performance [24].
The AVS luma prediction directions are shown in Fig. 2 and
the 5 prediction modes for intra luma block are Vertical (V),
Horizontal (H), DC, Diagonal down right (DR) and Diagonal
down left (DL). For each chroma block, 4 modes are supported
in AVS-P2 and they are Vertical, Horizontal, DC, and Plane
(P). Motion estimation (ME) and motion compensation (MC)
make temporal prediction for the current MB. AVS standard
uses variable block size (VBS) ME and MC technique which
results in different inter modes to be chosen. In AVS-P2, MB
partitions, as shown in Fig. 2, vary from 16 16 to 8 8.
The minimum MB partition is 8 8 block because the block
size less than 8 8 does not gain much improvement for high
resolution video [24].
In AVS, RDO uses Lagrange Multiplier method to get the

optimal solution. The cost function is as follows

(1)

where denotes the sum of squared differences (SSD) between
the original pixels and the reconstructed pixels and is the
real entropy coded bits of a coding unit with a certain candidate
mode. is Lagrangian multiplier. Like H.264, in AVS reference
code, option (LCMD) is also supported and the cost
function is shown as

(2)

where SAD is the sum of absolute difference between the orig-
inal block and the predicted block, and SATD is the sum of ab-
solute difference of Hadamard transformed coefficients of the
residues. stands for the bits for coding motion vector and
other related information [27]. When in mode, DPCM
loop (DCT/Q/IQ/IDCT) and the entropy coding are not needed,
so the computation complexity is much lower than RDO. How-
ever, the corresponding coding performance is much worse than
RDO.
This paper selects the best mode based on (1) and aims at

achieving high quality coding performance, while the problem
of high computational burden is addressed by high-efficiency
pipeline design.

B. Adopted MD Method and the Complexity Analysis

Different from the fast mode decision methods in the litera-
ture, this work does not reduce any candidate mode to guarantee
the RDO quality.
For each intra luma block of I frame, we choose the best

mode from all 5 modes: V, H, DC, DR and DL and for each
intra chroma block of I frame we choose the best mode from all
four modes: V, H, DC, P . Therefore, for I frame, we choose
the best mode using Full-RDO method without any simplifica-
tion. We choose the best mode from Pskip, P16 16, P16 8,
P8 16, P8 8, Intra8 8 for P frame and the best mode
from Bdirect, Bskip, B16 16, B16 8, B8 16, B8 8,
Intra8 8 for B frame. Based on the fact that the percentage
of intra mode chosen as the best mode is much lower than
that of inter modes for P and B frames [17], we just use SAD
to decide the best block-level modes of Intra8 8 in P and B
frames and this can alleviate RDO computational load.
Noticing that for Pskip and Bskip modes, the corresponding

RDcost computation complexity can be neglected due to the fol-
lowing fact: on the one hand, the reconstructed pixels can be
obtained directly without the processing of DPCM loop because
they are identical to the prediction pixels, thus the SSD value can
be derived directly; on the other hand, the coding bits equals
to 0. Therefore, the computational complexity of our adopted
MD method can be obtained as Table I (Pskip and Bskip are ex-
cluded for P and B frames, respectively). According to Table I,
MD needs to perform 28, 30 and 36 times of RDcost calcula-
tion to obtain the best mode in one MB for I, P and B frames,
respectively.
Actually, in order to get SSD, the mode decision unit has

to perform discrete cosine transform (DCT), quantization (Q),
inverse quantization (IQ), inverse discrete cosine transform
(IDCT), and reconstruction (REC) functions for each prediction
block; to obtain , the mode decision unit has to perform DCT,
Q, IQ, zigzag scan (ZIGZAG) and context-based 2D-VLC
(VLC) entropy coding for each block. If all these processing
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY FOR I, P AND B FRAMES

Fig. 3. Calculation process for each RDcost and calculating all the RDcosts in
serial order.

units are connected in sequential manner and then all the
RDcosts calculations will be performed in serial order, the total
processing time will be unendurable, as shown in Fig. 3. In
the next sections, we will analyze and model the throughput of
RDO-based MD based on the pipeline theory and design the
optimal pipeline structure. Finally, our proposed high efficiency
pipeline architecture will be presented.

III. THROUGHPUT MODELING OF RDO-BASED MD

A. Throughput Analysis of Ideal Pipeline

Take a -stage ( denotes the number of stages) pipeline as
an example, with its space-time diagram shown in Fig. 4, where

stand for the functional processing
stages. Assume the ideal condition: the stages are perfectly
balanced and the processing time of each stage is the same.
If there are assignments in total to be processed in the
pipeline, the throughput, which is defined as the number of
completed assignments per unit time, can be described as the
following function

(3)

where denotes throughput of the -stage pipeline
and denotes the total time consumption of the assign-
ments. Also, assume the ideal condition: there is no latency be-
tween two stages. If the whole processing time of the stages
is constant , we can get that

(4)

Substituting (4) into (3) will yield

(5)

Fig. 4. General -stage pipeline space-time diagram.

Fig. 5. Data dependency of intra luma blocks in AVS.

According to (5), for an ideal pipeline, the throughput im-
proves with the increase of (number of stages), but unfortu-
nately, we cannot achieve the ideal pipeline condition in RDO-
based MD. In the following, we will point out the restrictions in
RDO-basedMD pipeline design and then deduce the throughput
model under these restrictions.

B. Restrictions of RDO-Based MD Pipeline Structure

There are three restrictions that must be considered:
1) Data dependency
2) Bottleneck time of the processing units in the pipeline
3) Limited hardware resource
The first limitation is data dependencywhich can be classified

into two types: intra data dependency and inter data dependency.
Intra data dependency stems from the reconstruction loop which
is caused by the intra prediction [28]. Taking the AVS standard
for example, the data dependency comes from the block-level
intra luma blocks, as shown in Fig. 5, and the pipeline will be
interrupted once every five modes to wait for the reconstruc-
tion of the proceeding block to finish. In detail, to perform the
intra prediction (IP), block “B-1” needs the rightmost column
pixels of reconstructed “B-0”, block “B-2” needs the bottom-
most line pixels of reconstructed “B-1” (except for “B-0”) and
block “B-3” needs the rightmost column pixels of reconstructed
“B-2”. The second type, inter data dependency, mainly refers to
that the predicted motion vector (PMV) of current MB or block
can be generated only after motion vectors (MVs) of neigh-
boring blocks are determined. Different techniques like using
modified PMVs to replace the exact PMVs [28] or adopting
zigzag coding order [29] are proposed to address the inter-pre-
diction data dependency problem. This work uses multi-stage
motion vector prediction (MVP) schedule strategy [30] to break
the inter-prediction data dependency. Thus, we just need to take
the first type of data dependency, intra data dependency, into ac-
count in our throughput modeling of RDO-based MD.
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Fig. 6. -stage pipeline space-time diagram of ADDs.

Another limitation is the bottleneck time of the pipeline. Dif-
ferent from the ideal pipeline, we cannot reduce the processing
time of each stage unlimitedly and we cannot balance all the
stages perfectly due to the inherent processing dependency and
the unbearable control complexity. Therefore, in practice dif-
ferent stages have different time consumptions and the stage
with the maximum time cost becomes the bottleneck of the
pipeline.
The third limitation comes from the hardware limitation in the

pipeline design. Although high efficiency pipeline is targeted,
the tradeoff between pipeline throughput and hardware cost still
needs to be made considering the limitation of the hardware re-
source. What’s more, the memory usage will increase signif-
icantly to buffer the output of the additional stages when the
number of stages increases.
We next deduce the throughput of pipeline considering the

first limitation. Limitation 2 and 3 will be taken into account
during the specific AVS pipeline design in Section IV.

C. Pipeline Throughput Modeling of RDO-Based MD

Assuming that the whole MD process is divided into
functional processing stages, we now model the pipeline
throughput. Let be the total assignments of the -stage
pipeline. denote the processing time of each stage
and the whole pipeline is interrupted by times. Assuming
assignments in belong to ADDs, therefore the

assignments belong to ANDDs. The space-time diagram of the
ADDs is depicted as Fig. 6.
Let be the number of each successive ADD as-

signments group in Fig. 6 and then we have
. According to Fig. 6, the total time of the ADDs can be

written as

(6)

Considering the pipeline is interrupted by times and
, so (7) holds.

(7)

Substituting (7) into (6), we obtain

(8)

From Fig. 6, we notice that there are many “holes” in the
space-time diagram due to the interruptions and we can use the

ANDDs to fill the “holes”. In the pipelined space-time
diagram, the ANDDs will cost

(9)

The wasted time of the “holes” can be written as

(10)

Then the time consumption of the total assign-
ments can be summarized to have two situations:

and which are depicted in Figs. 7
and 8, respectively.
Through detailed observation, can be developed as

(11)

Combining (8)–(10) for case to produce (12),
shown at the bottom of the next page.
Substituting (8) and (12) into (11) yields (13), shown at the

bottom of the next page.
According to (3) and (13), we then get the throughput of the

pipeline with data dependency as (14), shown at the bottom of
the next page.
Equation (14) indicates: for , the

throughput of a pipeline with data dependency depends on the
total assignments , the total interrupting times , the
number of ADDs , the bottleneck and

which denotes the total processing time of stages;
for , the throughput also depends on in
addition to the other variables talked above. In the next section,
we will show the specific pipeline design in AVS based on (14).
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Fig. 7. -stage pipeline space-time diagram of assignments when .

Fig. 8. -stage pipeline space-time diagram of assignments when .

IV. PIPELINE DESIGN OF RDO-BASED MD
IN AVS AND THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

A. Throughput Analysis for I, P and B Frames in AVS

Based on the analysis in Section III, we know that the data
dependency comes from 4 intra luma blocks in AVS, and the

corresponding ADDs space-time diagram of I frame is depicted
in Fig. 9.
At first glance of Fig. 9, all the 20 prediction blocks (4 5)

of 4 intra luma blocks belong to ADDs, but through detailed
analysis we find that some intra luma modes can be converted
to ANDDs by smart pipeline scheduling [31] which is shown in
the following.

(12)

(13)

(14)
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Fig. 9. Pipeline space-time diagram of intra luma blocks for I frame.

Fig. 10. Intra prediction of current MB by using neighboring reconstructed
MBs in advance.

Fig. 11. Convert four “special” ADD prediction modes to ANDDs through in-
telligent schedule arrangement.

Fig. 12. Pipeline space-time diagram of all intra ADDs for I frame.

For an I frame which is to be encoded as shown in Fig. 10, all
the MBs except for the rightmost column and topmost row of
MBs, will have UP-MB, LEFT-MB and UP-LEFT-MB neigh-
bors which have already been encoded. Therefore, when en-
coding a MB in the black pane in Fig. 10, we can make use
of the reconstructed pixels of the neighboring MBs in advance.
Further observation shows that not all the modes of block

“B-1” need reconstructed pixels of “B-0” to perform the intra
prediction. The Vertical mode intra prediction of “B-1” can be
performed directly which does not need to wait for the recon-
struction of “B-0” because the needed reconstructed pixels of
the UP-MB is already available. Similarly, the Horizontal intra
prediction of “B-2” can be performed immediately too. In ad-
dition, we also notice that the Vertical intra prediction of “B-2”
can be performed right after the reconstruction of “B-0”. Simi-
larly, the Vertical intra prediction of “B-3” does not need to wait
for the reconstruction of “B-2” to complete. Therefore, these 4
“special” prediction modes can be treated as ANDDs to “fill”
the “holes” in Fig. 9 by intelligent scheduling arrangement, as
shown in Fig. 11.
Now, the space-time diagram of all intra ADDs can be

re-drawn as Fig. 12.

Fig. 13. Pipeline space-time diagram of all ADDs for P and B frames.

TABLE II
ASSIGNMENTS, ADDS AND INTERRUPTIONS FOR I, P AND B FRAMES

From Section II we know that for P and B frames we use
SAD to choose the best block-level intra modes. Therefore, the
only 4 ADDs are the 4 best intra luma prediction modes and the
pipeline space-time diagram of all ADDs is shown in Fig. 13.
Together with Table I and Figs. 12–13, we summarize

and for I, P and B frames, shown in Table II.
Substituting and into (14), we obtain throughput for

I, P and B frames, respectively, as shown in (15) to (17) at the
bottom of the next page.
We now see from (15) to (17) that the throughput depends on

3 factors: the stage number , the total time consumption of all
stages ,which just slightlychanges indifferentpipeline
structures, and the bottleneck which lies
on the selection of . Then the most important concern will be
how to select the optimal pipeline stage number to produce
maximum throughput. In the following, we first define our basic
processing unit set and give the corresponding time consumption
of each unit. Then based on the basic processing unit setwe select
the optimal pipelining stages for I, P and B frames by different
“combination”manners of the basic units.

B. Basic Processing Unit Set

In this work, we split the RDcost calculation into small pro-
cessing units and define the basic processing unit set
as DCTH, DCTV, Q, IQ, ZIGZAG, IDCTH, VLC, IDCTV,
RECMD , amongwhich (I)DCTH/V denotes the (inverse) hori-
zontal/vertical DCT and RECMD (reconstruction and mode de-
cision) unit is responsible for reconstruction process, RDcost
value generation and mode decision.
All the processing units in process one 8 8 block

at one time, and we adopt 8-pixel parallelism (processing 8
pixels in each cycle) to make the tradeoff between the hard-
ware resource cost and the bottleneck time (maximum time con-
sumption) of basic processing units. Besides, although this work
aims at high throughput pipeline design, higher parallelism for
basic processing units is not adopted based on the fact that more
parallel degree does not guarantee higher processing speed for
some special basic processing units like ZIGZAG, which will
be explained in the following. For one 8 8 block, ZIGZAG
needs at least 64 cycles to judge the 64 quantized coefficients
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Fig. 14. Relationship between processing time and parallel degree of ZIGZAG.

in serial scan strategy. Dividing the 64 coefficients into several
groups and scanning all groups in parallel manner can accel-
erate the generation of (run, level) pairs, where run indicates
the number of zeros before a non-zero value and level indicates
the sign and magnitude of the non-zero coefficient. However,
due to the segmentation, as shown in Fig. 14, the run of the
last (run, level) pair generated in each group may be wrong and
additional cycles are required to fix those wrong pairs one by
one. With the increase of parallel degree (more groups), more
(run, level) pairs are needed to be fixed and therefore the pro-
cessing time of ZIGZAG rises sharply, as depicted in Fig. 14
(right part), thus more parallel degree does not produce higher
processing speed.
We now present the time consumption of all basic processing

units under 8-pixel parallelism. DCTH and DCTV both need
18 cycles to process an 8 8 block. Different from [17] and
[18], which adopt 4-pixel parallel Q and IQ, the processing time
of our 8-pixel parallel Q and IQ are 16 and 14 cycles, respec-
tively. The time consumption of IDCTH and IDCTV are both
18 cycles, which is equal to the time consumption of DCTH
and DCTV. Generally, ZIGZAG and VLC are the two most
time-consuming processing units. Our previous work [22] used

TABLE III
TIME CONSUMPTION OF BASIC PROCESSING UNITS

a 4-pixel parallel zigzag scan to address these two bottlenecks
of the basic processing units. The processing time of VLC is not
fixed since it is related to the number of (run, level) pairs. In [22],
through a large scale statistical analysis, the processing time of
the 4-pixel parallel VLC is about 24 cycles on average. How-
ever, in the situation of extremely complex scenes or when the
quantization step is very small, the time consumption of VLC
will reach 28 cycles. In this paper, the time consumption of the
adopted 8-pixel parallel ZIGZAG and VLC, even in the worst
situation, are nomore than 22 cycles and 21 cycles, respectively.
We summarize the time consumption of all the basic processing
units in as Table III.
Based on the defined set and Table III, we next

present the selection of the optimal pipelining stage number
by combining the basic processing units of in different
ways.

C. Pipeline Stage Number k Selection

Before selecting the optimal pipeline stage number , we first
point out that should be no more than 7 based on the fact that

can just supports up to 7-stage pipeline, andmore stages
do not lead to higher throughput.

(15)

(16)

(17)
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TABLE IV
PIPELINE THROUGHPUTS WITH DIFFERENT STAGE NUMBER K FOR I, P AND B FRAMES

TABLE V
TIME CONSUMPTION OF EACH STAGE IN DIFFERENT PIPELINE ARCHITECTURES

Fig. 15. MD Pipeline Throughput For I, P and B Frames.

According to (15)–(17) and Table III, we can get the through-
puts of different pipeline structures with different through
combining and splitting technique. Here, “combining” means
merging the small basic processing units to form big processing
unit and “splitting” refers to splitting big processing unit apart
into smaller processing units (the minimum unit is basic pro-
cessing units in ).
The results are summarized into Table IV. Table V shows the

time consumption of each stage in different pipeline structures.
Note that the results in Table IV are specific cases for our work

Fig. 16. DCTV-Q splitting/combining.

Fig. 17. DCT splitting/combining.

which directly depend on Table III; if the and time con-
sumption of the basic processing units in change, the
results will be different. In the following, we select the optimal
pipeline stages for I, P and B frames based on Table IV and fur-
ther analyze the results in the table.
FromTable IVandFig. 15,we can clearlyfind that 5-stageMD

pipeline structurewill produce the highest throughput for I frame
and 6-stage pipeliningwill yield the highest throughput for P and
B frames. Another observation from Table IV is that is
increasing with the increase of . It is because splitting a big pro-
cessing unit into 2 smaller processing units without inherent data
dependency brings additional data access time. For example, if
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Fig. 18. Our proposed MD pipeline architecture.

we splitDCTV-Q intoDCTVandQ,weneed additional eight cy-
clesofdata access timewhich is redundant in fact and that leads to
the increaseof , as shown inFig. 16.
However, will not increasewhen splitting anunitwith

inherent data dependency, such as splitting DCT into DCTH and
DCTV, as shown in Fig. 17. DCTV cannot be started unless all
the outputs of DCTH are transposed from the rows into columns
(H-V transpose). Therefore, in this situation the 8 cycles data ac-
cess time,withwhich tocomplete theH-Vtranspose, isnot redun-
dant. Furthermore, for I framewhen is more than 5, as
increases and bottleneck time of the pipeline cannot be reduced
efficiently, the throughput begin to decrease; for P and B frames,
when is more than 6, also due to the increase of and
thebottleneckofpipeline, the throughputdropsslightly, as shown
in Fig. 15. In Table IV, the bottlenecks of different pipeline ar-
chitectures aremarked as purple. Therefore, to obtain the highest
throughput we choose 5-stage pipeline for I frame and 6-stage
for P andB frames.We propose an adaptive pipeline architecture
which can support both 5-stage and 6-stage pipeline structures
and thewhole structure ofmode decisionwill be discussed in de-
tail in the next.

D. Proposed Adaptive Pipeline Architecture

As Fig. 18 shows, for P and B frames, the RDO core (lower
part in Fig. 18) is divided into 6 stages and the first to third
stages are DCTH, DCTV and Q. After quantization, the pipeline
is divided into 2 branches. IQ-IDCTH and ZIGZAG both be-
long to the fourth stage, while IDCTV and VLC are at the same
stage, the fifth stage. At the last stage (the sixth) the 2 branches
of the pipeline again merge into one part: RECMD. RECMD
calculates SSD with the output data from IDCTV, the original
and predicted data from the on-chip buffer. Then the RDcost,
with which to choose the best mode, can be produced based on

SSD and the real coding bits which have already been gener-
ated in VLC. All the buffers between 2 consecutive stages are
ping-pong mode buffers. For I frame, the only differences are
that the ping-pong buffer between DCTV and Q is bypassed
and the output port of DCTV is directly connected with the
input port of Q. In this situation, DCTV and Q are combined to
form a big processing unit DCTV-Q and the pipeline switch to
5-stage from 6-stage adaptively. The corresponding space-time
diagrams of I, P and B frames are shown in Figs. 19, 20 and 21,
respectively.
The time consumption of intra prediction has not yet been

taken into account in the above pipeline design and the further
analysis will be made in the following.
As shown in Fig. 18, parallel architecture is adopted for intra

prediction and 5/4 modes of one luma/chroma block can be per-
formed in every 17 cycles. For I frame, the pipeline needs to wait
4 times for intra prediction, marked by blue arrows in Fig. 19,
so additional cycles are needed for MD. By careful
observation from Figs. 20–21, we can find that “B-0” of intra
mode is not the first assignment entering into the pipeline in P
and B frames. Besides, when “B-0” of intra mode is finished,
“B-1” is not put into pipeline at once and “Cr” is inserted in-
stead. The same happens to “B-2” and “B-3” of intra mode. In
fact, for P and B frames, we insert one ANDD block before each
ADD block (“B-0”, “B-1”, “B-2” and “B-3” of intra mode) to
avoid the wait. Therefore, we do not need any additional cycles
to wait intra prediction in processing P and B frames.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

A. Encoding Performance Comparisons

Before the implementation of our architecture in hardware,
we first verify the encoding performance of our proposed MD
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Fig. 19. Pipeline space-time diagram for I-frame.

Fig. 20. Pipeline space-time diagram for P-frame.

Fig. 21. Pipeline space-time diagram for B-frame.

method. Fast hardware MD method in the first category (as
illustrated in Section I) like Yin et al.’s work [17] and the
traditional LCMD method of the second category like work
[19] are tested to make comparisons with our proposed MD
method. High coding performance is reported in Zhao et al.’s
work [13] and we include it to further validate our method,
although we have not found the hardware version of [13]
in the literature. To ensure the validity of the comparisons,
we implement all the above algorithms in the same encoder
platform-RM52J (AVS reference code). Different sequences
under different quantization parameters (ranging from 28 to
40) are tested and Figs. 22–23 show the RD curves of the
selected 12 high definition sequences. More test results are
tabulated in Table VI and the results show that our proposed
method achieves the best coding performance among all 4 MD
methods: it far outperforms the traditional LCMDmethod (0.57
dB PSNR gain in average) and exceeds the MD methods in
work [13] (0.04 dB PSNR gain in average) and [17] (0.15 dB
PSNR gain in average). LCMD has bigger performance penalty

against the other 3 methods due to turning off the RDO. The
inaccuracy of the R-D estimating model and the less candidate
modes introduce the PSNR loss in [13] and [17] compared
with our method, respectively. PSNR and bit-rate differences
in Table VI are calculated according to the numerical averages
[32] between the RD-curves of our proposed method and the
other 3 algorithms. Note that PSNR and bit-rate differences
should be regarded as equivalent, i.e., there is either the increase
in PSNR or the decrease in bit-rate—not both at the same time.

B. Implementation and Comparisons

The internal implementation architectures of key modules
(DCT/IDCT, Q/IQ) in MD are depicted in Fig. 24. All the in-
ternal architectures are pipelined designs which guarantee high
implementation frequency.
The needed operation frequency of an encoder system being

real-time is given by

(18)
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Fig. 22. Encoding performance of different MD methods (720P).

Fig. 23. Encoding performance of different MD methods (1080P).

whereMBCycle andMBnum represent the cycles to process one
MB and the number of the total MBs in one frame, respectively.
fr is encoding frame rate.
The actual implementation results show that our proposed

architecture can accomplish MD in 776 cycles, 698 cycles, and
832 cycles for I, P and B frame, respectively. We implemented
our design based on SMIC 0.18- m CMOS technology; the
on-chip memory is 84760 bits and the gate count (2-input
NAND gate) is 232054 as shown in Table VII. The final imple-
mentation frequency of our MD module is 237 MHZ. In case of
1080 HD sequence at 30 fps, MBnum will be 8160. To roughly
estimate the needed operation frequency, let MBCycle be 832,
and then the required frequency will be 832 8160 30 HZ

(204 MHZ). In other words, with 237 MHZ our system can
sufficiently supports real time processing of 1080P@30 fps.
The comparisons with the previous hardware encoder designs

are illustrated in Table VIII. In this paper, we reuse DPCM loop
and VLC for our RDO-based MD and the only additional hard-
ware cost for MD is RECMD unit. The gate count in Table VIII
includes DPCM loop, VLC and MD process (not including de-
blocking). Many previous works like [21] place intra MD in IP
module and inter MD in FME module. We add the gate count
of IP module and EC (entropy coding) module together to ap-
proximate the total gate count of work [21]. Compared with the
previous work [22], the processing capacity of our design is in-
creased by 11.3%, 19% and 17% for I, P and B frames, respec-
tively. Although work [21] achieves higher processing capacity,
it just used SATD-based inter MD and edge based intra MD,
which produces lower coding performance compared with our
RDO-based MD method.

C. Encoder System Integration With MD Module

Finally, our MD module is integrated to an encoder chip de-
veloped by National Engineering Laboratory for Video Tech-
nology (NELVT) of Peking University, as shown in Fig. 25.
Firmware is used for frame-level control, responsible for pa-
rameter configuration. Capture module captures original video
data and stores it into external memory. Efficient four-stage
MB-pipelining architecture is applied for our encoder core in the
purple block and the five major components are integer motion
estimation (IME), fractional motion estimation (FME), MD, de-
blocking filter (DB) and bit stream generating (BG). Besides,
MB level pipelining controller dispenses MB-level runtime pa-
rameters for each module and multi-stage motion vector predic-
tion (MVP) schedule strategy [30] is adopted to produce pre-
dicted motion vectors for IME, FME and BG.
As Fig. 25 depicts, the proposed MD is at the third stage of

the MB-level pipeline. It receives necessary configuration pa-
rameters (QP, , picture type, etc.) from MB level pipelining
controller through local bus. Original pixels and inter-predic-
tion pixels of different MB modes (16 16, 16 8, 8 16,
8 8, Direct) are passed to MD from FME. The two-dimen-
sional quantized coefficients of the best mode are organized into
one sequence in the form of (run, level) pairs in MD and then
the (run, level) pairs are converted into CodeNums according to
VLC tables [24]. All the generated CodeNums and MB header
information including the best mode and MVs are stored in the
ping-pong buffer between MD and BG which maps these in-
formation into bit stream. Besides, MD provides reconstructed
pixels of the best mode to DB engine to generate standard ref-
erence frame for the next video coding frame.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work adopts a high-quality RDO-based mode decision
scheme and designs the corresponding highly efficient pipeline
architecture. It makes possible a truly RDO-based hardware
real-time encoder. The proposed method does not skip any
candidate mode and the coding performance method far out-
performs the traditional LCMD method (0.57 dB PSNR gain
in average) and exceeds Zhao et al.’ method (0.04 dB PSNR
gain in average) and Yin et al.’s method (0.15 dB PSNR gain
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

Fig. 24. Internal architectures of key modules in MD.

in average). The developed throughput model of RDO-based
MD can be used to guide the pipeline design in different coding
standards, like H.264 and AVS. The proposed architecture can
support the real time processing of 1080P@30 fps and can be

applied to high-quality and high-processing capacity HD video
encoder systems. In the future, more studies will be conducted
on tradeoffs between the processing speed and the hardware
area of RDO-based MD in low power applications.
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Fig. 25. MB-level pipeline structure and front view of the encoder chip.

TABLE VII
GATE COUNT

TABLE VIII
DESIGN COMPARISONS
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